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Based on the idea of S-rings attempts have been made to generalize 
character theory on finite groups in a series of papers ([I]-[7]). One of the 
motives for doing this is the idea that the double coset S-ring of a finite 
group G with respect to a subgroup H might be considered as some sort of 
“factor structure” of G modulo H. We hope that information about that 
“factor structure” together with representation theory and a generalized 
character theory will give information about the structure of the group itself. 
For this end we introduce the notion of G : H-normal subgroups which are 
those subgroups containing 11 that are, roughly speaking, permutable with 
every double coset I$gH, 6 E G. It is the purpose of this paper to display 
various aspects of that notion, particularly its representation theoretical 
meaning, and its links with the irreducible G : H-characters and the classes 
of G : II-conjugate elements of G. 
In the following let G always denote a finite group, and let H be a subgroup 
of G. The double coset S-ring of G with respect to His the subalgebra Ir,:, 
of the group algebra r of G over the field C of complex numbers that is 
spanned by the double coset sums 
For convienence’s sake we disregard the fact that C can easily be replaced 
by other fields. 
1. G:H-CONJUGATE ELEMENTS 
In this section we introduce the notion of G : H-conjugacy, and we deal 
with it in an elementary way postponing its character theoretical motivation 
and background to the next section. 
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Let X1 ,..., Xn denote the conjugacy classes of G. The following definition 
originates from ([7], Theorem 4). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Two elements x and y  of G are called G : H-conjugate if 
I%, n HX 1 = 1 -X, n Hy 1 for all 01 = I,..., 72. 
G : H-conjugacy obviously is an equivalence relation on G. We denote the 
equivalence class of X, i.e. the set of ally E G which are G : H-conjugate to X, 
by ~G:H(x). 
Note that G : 1-conjugacy means conjugacy in the ordinary sense. We will 
frequently write %?G:l(.~) for that XW which contains x. 
LEMMA 1.2. The elements x and y  of G are G : H-conjugate if and only if 
I Z n HYH I / Xu n HxH / 
IHxHl IHYHI 
for all 01 == l,..., n. 
Proof. Each double coset HxH is the disjoint union of 1 H : H n x-‘Hx 1 
cosets Hz. whence 
If Hz C HxH, then there exist h, h’ E H such that z = h’xh, and we get 
!Xc,nHx/ = /h-lXmhnh-lHxh/ = lXanElz/. 
Therefore 
/KnHxHI = /XanHx/IH:Hnx-lHx/ _ I X n HX I 
- IffxHl IHI IH: Hnx-lHxI lH1 ’ 
and our lemma follows from 1.1. 
From Lemma 1.2 we conclude: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Each G : H-conjugacy class %YGCH(x) is the union of 
suitable double cosets HgH, g E G. 
As Definition 1 .l indicates G : H-conjugacy has some relationship to 
conjugacy in the ordinary sense. The following lemma and proposition give a 
more explicit expression for that. 
LEMMA 1.4. If  the elements g’, g E G are G : H-conjugate then there exist 
elements h E H and y  E G such that g’ = hgy, that is Hg’ = Hg”. 
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Prooj: I,et ,%$ bc the conjugacy class of g. Since 
q n 1Igl ! .x; n Zig for all CY I,...,?? 
we have 3$ n ZZg’ :%= .; . IIcncc there exists k E II such that kg’ E X, . 
On the other hand there exists a y  C: G such that Kg’ .- gV. Take h =: k--i 
to get g’ hf. 
PROPOSITIOS 1.5. If IZ is a normal subgroup of G, then each G : H-conjugacy 
class VGEH(x) is the union of conjugacy classes CX, of G; it is also the union of 
exactly those cosets Hy which fom a conjugacy class of the factor group GIN. 
Proof. For cvcry x E G and g E G we have 
(sq n Hx)” -=: .x* n Hx”. 
1.5 now follows immediately from 1 .I and 1.4. 
PROPOSITIOX 1.6. ??QH( 1) II. 
Z’roof. ZZ 5 KoTH(l) by 1 .l. I f  g c G is G : H-conjugate to 1, then for 
Yl == (1) we have ,f, n ZZg 1 ..-- Xi n ZZ i --: 1, hence 1 E Hg. It follows 
gEH. 
1.5 and 1.6 imply that the converse of I,cmma 1.4 is true if and only if II 
is normal in G. For take ZZ to be a non-normal subgroup of G. Then there 
exist 11 E ZZ and y  c G such that h” $ H. Therefore hy is not G : H-conjugate 
tohby1.6. 
Just as for conjugacy in the ordinary scnsc we have 
PROPOSITIOK 1.7. Two elements x and y  of G aye G : II-conjugate ;f and 
only if x I and y  1 are G : ZZ-conjugate. 
&oof. I f  .X,c denotes the set of the inverses of all the elements of <X2 . 
which itself is a conjugacy class, then we obviously have 
, XT n ZL-‘H , == I .Xx n HxZZ 1 and HxlI; --- ; ZIx-lH /. 
The .Xz (CX = l,..., ET) are all of the conjugacy classes of G. 1.7 now follows 
from Lemma 1.2. 
~‘ROPOSITION 1.8. Let II and K be subgroups of G such that H .< K < G. 
Zf two elements x and y  of K are K : H-conjugate, then they are also G : II- 
conjugate. 
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Proof. Our lemma certainly holds for H = (1} since G : l-conjugacy is 
conjugacy in the ordinary sense, so that %?G:i( g) n K is the disjoint union of 
conjugacy classes S~?~,i(z~) for some zi E %?:G:l( 6) n K. Therefore X, y  E K are 
K : H-conjugate if, and only if, 
i ~EI@) n ffx I = I ~ICI(~) n f-t? I 
Hence for all g E G 
for all k E K. 
= c I Y&,4 n HX I 
= i I K&$ n HY I 
= I %:dg) n HY iI 
i.e., x and y  are G : H-conjugate. 
We reword 1.8 and state 
PROPOSITION 1.9. If H< K < G, then VCrH(g) n K is the union of some 
K : H-conjugacy classes of K for every g E G. 
2. IRREDUCIBLE G:H-CHARACTERS 
After our introduction of G : H-conjugate elements a straightforward 
generalization of normality would seem to be to call a subgroup K a G : H- 
normal subgroup of G if K is the union of G : H-conjugacy classes. Indeed 
we conjecture that this is the appropriate definition, though we are still 
unable to prove that this definition has all the properties which are required 
for a workable and useful notion of normality. Let us comment on what 
we mean by that. 
The normal subgroups are the kernels of the homomorphisms of G. This 
fact assigns to the normal subgroups their role in representation and character 
theory. Our intention is to generalize particularily those representation and 
character theoretical aspects of normal subgroups. In fact our main concern 
is a generalization of character theory on finite groups, as has been expounded 
in [7]. G : H-conjugacy as well as G : H-normality, which we are going to 
introduce in Section 3, are meant to serve primarily those purposes. There- 
fore we will explain the representation theoretical background of them in 
this section, and elaborate the motivations for our definition. 
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Let D, ,...) D,, be a complete set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible 
representations of G over the field C of complex numbers. We will assume 
that D, ,..., D, are exactly those among the D,‘s whose restriction D, 1 H 
onto II contains the I -representation 1 H of H with positive multiplicity yy  . 
Furthermore we take D, (p - I ,..., F) such that D, : His completely reduced 
with the 1 -representation 1 H appearing in the upper left corner: 
The multiplicity yI, of lH in I!, , H is by Frobenius’ reciprocity theorem equal 
to the multiplicity of D, in the representation lAG which is induced into G 
by lH . I f  WC: let D, also denote the irreducible representation of the group 
algebra r of G over C given by D,, then we get 
D,(7) = PC’ i,) for all 7 E TGIH, 
where F, : 7 -FFp(7) is an irreducible representation of TGtH of degree y,, . 
InfacttheF,(p = I,..., Y) arc a complete set of pairwise inequivalent irreduc- 
ible representations of TG:H over C ([6], Theorem 1.3). 
Let us write 
f),,( id = Ph?‘( d)K, A =1.. . . ,xp 9 x, = degree D, , gE G, 
for the matrices of the representation D, . Then from 
D,(h) = (3 ‘1) for all h E H, 
we easily obtain: 
d,$)( g’) := d$)( g) for g’ E HgH, all 01, /3 = I,..., yp , and all p = l,..., r. 
Since the number of double cosets HgH, g E G, is equal to C:=, y02 ([8], 29.2) 
it follows that: 
The complex valued functions 
d’“’ : g ----f d?$)( g) a4 (a, /3 = l,...) yO; p = l,...) Y) 
on G are a C-basis of the algebra T& of all those complex valued functions on G 
which are constant orz every double covet HgH, g E G. 
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We call the functions 
VP 
pp = C &’ (p = l,..., Y) 
a=1 
the irreducible G : H-characters of G. They are the coefficient functions of the 
primitive idempotents 
of the centre ZCcR of TGzH. We note that 
1 
%I( cd = , HgH / trace F” g E G. 
More generally we define G : H-characters in the following way. Let 
F: T+F(T) 
be any representation of TGzH over C. Then the function 
1 ~- v : L? - d cd == , HgH ( trace 
is called the G : H-character of F. This definition can quite obviously be 
extended to an arbitrary S-ring T on G to yield T-characters on G (cf. [6], 
p. 218, for a special case). 
More about the irreducible G : H-characters and a more general theory can 
be found in [6] and [7]. Now we can display the character theoretical meaning 
of G : H-conjugacp ([7], Theorem 4). 
THEOREM 2.1. Two elements g’, g E G are G : H-conjugate ;f and only if 
fpo(g’) = p,(g)for all p := I ,..., Y. 
trace D,(x) 
= zEgH x,(x) where xP is the irreducible character of D, , 
=~llK~f&~lx~(g,) where gacjr,. 
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Therefore F,,( g’) = y,(g) for all p = 1 ,..., Y is equivalent to 
This equation also holds for p =-- Y -I- l,..., ?z since then Du(C26H8H~) = 0 
for all g E G. Because the columns of the character table are linearily in- 
dependent this is equivalent tog’ and g being G : H-conjugate by Lemma 1.2, 
and our theorem is proved. 
Since the irreducible G : H-characters are linearily independent Theorem 
2.1 implies that the number s of G : H-conjugacy classes is not less than the 
number Y of irreducible G : H-characters of G which is the same as the 
number of inequivalent irreducible representations of T,:, . We conjecture 
r = s. This equality is equivalent to the statement that any complex valued 
function on G which is constant on every G : H-conjugacy class is a linear 
combination of the irreducible G : H-characters of G, and it is equivalent 
too to the statement that the centre ZGcH of TGIH is an S-ring itself with the 
sums 
as a C-basis ([7], Theorem 3). From this one can easily imagine that much 
depends on the validity of this conjecture for a workable generalization of 
character theory. Now we turn to a motivation of our definition of G : H- 
normal subgroups which we will give in the next section. 
Let us take any subgroup K such that H < K < G. Then D, / K contains 
the l-representation lK only if v  < r. We can arrage the irreducible represen- 
tations of G such that D, ,..., D,, , r’ < Y, are exactly those among the Do's 
whose restriction D, 1 K contains lK with positive multiplicity yl, . Further- 
more it is compatible with our former assumptions to assume the D, 
(p == l,..., r’) in such a form that all lK’s appear in the upper left corner of 
n, j K: 
lK 
1K 
Do\ K = 
Then 
II,, = (“,“‘) $ for all 7’ E TG:K (p = l,..., r’) 
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where FL : 7’ -F;(T’) is an irreducible representation of TGEK of degree J; . 
WC have 
and 
r; 5 y, for all p = I,..., r’ 
IqT’) 0 
F,(T’) --: { 0 0) for all r’ E TGrK (p = l,..., r’). 
Let us write 
(p = I,..., r’) 
for the irreducible G : K-characters, and 
7; = & ,crc %d( g-9 R (P = 1J-J 4
for the primitive idempotents of the centre ZGzK of TGzK. Since each v,, and 
each 7; can be expressed as a sum of some of the primitive pairwise orthogonal 
idempotents 
(0) 
EKK = ;iTg; x,d;f( g-‘)g (K = I,..., Xo; P = I,*.*, 6 
we obtain 
70% - w?u 
‘- ’ --s ’ 
~~ “& for all p = l,..., I, and all 0 = l,..., I’. 
IXMMA 2.2. For any p E {l,..., P’} the ,following statements aye equivalent: 
I. 9’; = F’u 7 
II. 7; = yp, 
III. y; = yp . 
For any subgroup U of G we denote by 
the “subgroup average” of U which is an idempotent of the group algebra of 
G, and is the unit element of TcIu. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a subgroup of G containing H. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
I. The restriction onto 7;;:K of every irreducible representation of T,:, is 
either itself an irreducible representation of TCLK OY else it is the null-represen- 
tation. 
II. TG.K is a twosided ideal of TGzH. 
III. cK is in the centre of TGzH. 
IV. pi =I cpr, for all p = I,..., T’. 
1,‘. 171 = Tp for all p = I ,..., Y’. 
VI. yb = yn for all p = l,..., Y’, i.e. whenever the restriction D, / K of an 
irreducible representation D, of G contains the l-representation lK of K with 
positive multiplicity y; , then II, ) H contains lH with the same multiplicity 
YD = r; 3 or, whenever an irreducible representation D,, of G OCCUYS with positive 
multiplicity yb in the representation 1 KG which is induced by the l-representation 
lK of K, then D, occws with the same multiplicity yp = yd in lHG. 
Proof. IV, V, VI are equivalent by 2.2, and, by the discussion preceding 
2.2, I is equivalent to VI. Since TGzK = cJeK = l KTGCHcK , and since the 
unit element cK of TG:K is the sum 
of the primitive central idempotents 7; of TGzK, II and III are each equivalent 
to VI. 
3. G:H-NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
We consider the double coset S-ring TGzH as representing the factor 
structure of G with respect to the subgroup H. A subgroup K of G which 
we would like to call G : H-normal should have some properties resembling 
those of normal subgroups. For instance if K is a normal subgroup of G then 
any irreducible representation of the factor group G/K gives rise to an 
irreducible representation of G itself. Now if K need not be normal, and 
if N << K, then G is to be substituted by TGzH, and G/K by TCzK . Theorem 
2.3 provides us with a couple of equivalent statements which might be 
considered as “reasonable” enough for the definition of G : H-normal 
subgroups. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A subgroup K of G is called G : H-normal if the subgroup 
average cg is contained in the centre of the double coset S-ring TCIH. 
If  K is G : H-normal then Definition 3.1 implies H < K. H and G are 
both G : H-normal. A subgroup K is G : l-normal if and only if I\’ is normal 
in the ordinary sense. 
PROPOSITION 3.2, Let K be a G : H-normal subgroup of G. Then K is the 
union of G : H-conjugacy classes. 
Pro~~f. From Theorem 2.3 we get 
are primitive idempotents of the centre Z,:, of TGIH. Now if g E G and 
k E K are G: H-conjugate, then q,,(g) = v”(k) for all p = I,..., r. Therefore, 
using 1.7, g has the coefficient 
in Ed. Hence g E K. 
We conjecture that the converse of Proposition 3.2 is also true, i.e. that the 
G : H-normal subgroups are exactly those subgroups which are unions of 
G : H-conjugacy classes. More precisely we can state: 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose the number of G : H-conjugacy classes is equal to 
the number of irreducible G : H-characters. If  the subgroup K of G is the union 
of G : II-conjugacy classes, then K is G : H-normal. 
Proof. According to Theorem 2.1 each of the Y primitive central idem- 
potents 
of TGzH is a linear combination of the elements 
Our assumption implies that conversely each of these sums is a linear 
combination of the his, and hence lies in the centre of TGrH. Therefore, 
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if K is the union of some G : H-conjugacy classes +~?~:~(g), then .zK is in the 
centre of I’ C.H , and it follows that K is G : H-normal. 
\t’e now look at some consequences of Definitions 3.1 in order to confront 
G : H-normality with normality in the ordinary sense. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let K be a G : H-normal subgroup of G, and let L be any 
subgroup of G containing H. Then KL = I.K is a subgroup of G, and cKL = l KeL . 
Proof. Since I, = lJIIEL HgH, i.e. cL E TGIH, and since fK is in the centre 
of 2;;:H, we have cKcL = •~EK which is equivalent to KL = LK. An easy 
computation yields cKL =~ tKcL . 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If  K and L aye both G : H-normal subgroups of G, then 
KL is G : H-normal. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Any normal subgroup N of G containing H is G : H- 
normal. 
Proof. Let N be normal in G. Then Ed is in the centre of the group 
algebra F of G. If  H -<, N, then chi is in the centre of TGzH. Hence N is 
G : H-normal. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let I-I be a normal subgroup of G. Then a subgroup K 
of G containing H is G : H-normal if and only if K is normal in G. 
Proof. Assume H .< K x: G. If  K is G : H-normal, then K is the union of 
G : H-conjugacy classes by 3.2. But each G : H-conjugacy class is the union 
of conjugacy classes in the ordinary sense by 1.5 since H is normal in G. 
Therefore K is normal in G. The converse follows from 3.6. 
Analogously to abelian factor groups we have the following 
PROPOSITION 3.8. If  TCzH is a commutative algebra, then every subgroup K 
of G coxtnining H is G : H-normal. 
The proof is obvious since TGIH coincides with its centre in case lTGzH is 
commutative, and H < K implies EWE TGzH. 
We have already mentioned that we have modelled our definition of 
G : H-normal subgroups after the property of normal subgroups of being 
the kernels of the homomorphisms of G. All the homomorphisms of G can 
already be represented by the natural epimorphisms of G onto its factor 
groups. We have proposed to consider the double coset S-rings as a substitute 
for the factor groups. Therefore, if H < K < G, we have TCzH and TGzK as 
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factor structures, and as a natural epimorphisms of TGzH onto T,:,in case 
that makes sense-we would consider a mapping which is based on the filling 
up of the double cosets HgH to double cosets KgK. That our G : H-normal 
subgroups are precisely those where that actually makes sense is shown in the 
following. 
THEOREh? 3.9. iI subgroup K of G is G : H-normal if and only if the 
mapping 
of T,:, into the group algebra r of G gives an epimorphism of TGLH onto TGzK .
In that case we call this mapping the natural epimorphism of TGzH onto TGtK. 
Proof. I. Suppose 7 + EAT is an epimorphism of TGCH onto TGzK, Then 
the unit element Ed of TCEH is mapped onto the unit element cK of TGzK which 
means EK<H = EK, hence H < K, and TGzK is actually contained in TC:H as 
a subalgebra. The kernel of that epimorphism is a twosided ideal / of TGzH. 
Since TGIH is semi-simple there exists a central idempotent 7 of TGzH such 
that J = TGzHq. But 6K - cH E J, wh ence (cK - cH)q = cK - cH since 7 is 
the unit element of J. On the other hand we get (CK - cH)7 = EKq - •~7 = -7 
since cH is the unit element of TCzH and 17 E J. Therefore 6K = l H - 17 is 
a central idempotent of TG:H which means that K is G : H-normal. 
II. Suppose K is G : H-normal. Then fK is a central idempotent of T,:, 
and we have 
cK(a + T) = l Ku + l KT, EK(@~) = (EKU)(~KT) for all o,r~T~;~. 
Therefore the mapping q~ : 7 - EKT is an algebra homomorphism. The 
elements EHgcH, g E G, are a C-basis of TcEH, and the elements cKg<K, 
g E G, are a C-basis of TG:K. since eK(cHgcH) = cKgcK for all g E G the 
mapping v  is an epimorphism. 
THEOREM 3.10. Assume H < K- < L < G, and let K be a G : H-normal 
subgroup of G. Then L is G : H-normal if and only if L is G : K-normal. 
In that case the natural epimorphism of TGEH onto I;;:= is the composition of the 
natural epimorphism of TGLH onto TGrK with the natural epimorphism of l(GzK 
onto TGzL. 
Proof. I f  L is G : H-normal then fL is in the centre of TGrH, hence in the 
ccntre of TGEK .< T,:, , and L is G : K-normal. 
I f  L is G : K-normal then l,:, is a twosided ideal of T,:, by 2.3. But TGEg 
itself is a twosided ideal of TGIH, and TGzH is a semi-simple algebra. Therefore 
TGzL is a twosided ideal of TozH, and hence L is G : H-normal by 2.3. 
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I f  L is G : H-normal, then it is immediately clear that the natural epimor- 
phism 7 -+ E~T of T,:, onto TGzL is the composition of the natural epimor- 
phism r --> ~~7 of TGtH onto T,:, with the natural epimorphism o - END 
of TGrK onto TGzL, since cLcK = Ed. 
THEOREM 3.1 1. Let A7 be a G : H-normal subgroup of G, and let L be a 
subxvoup of G containing H. Then A’ is an LA’ : H-normal subgroup of LK, and 
L n K is an L : H-normal subgroup of L. The mapping T --f •~7 is an isomorphism 
of TLtLnK onto T,,:, . 
Proof. Since tK lies in the centre of TGLH it lies also in the centre of 
TLKIH . So K is an LK : H-normal subgroup of LK. 
The mapping 9) : 7 + EAT certainly is an algebra epimorphism of TLELnK 
onto TLKIK. Now the elements ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .X EL, are, up to a constant 
factor, the double coset sums of L modulo L n K, and therefore are a C-basis 
of TL:L~K. Since cK is a central idempotent of TGIH, we have 
EK(E#EH) = EK2(qpVEX) = EK(EffXEff) EK = Ef$“EK 
EK(ELnKx.ELnK) EK = •K2(~LnK=LnK) -. 
~~ EK(~LnK.=LnK)> 
and therefore the elements ~~~~~~~~~~~~ = EKXE~, x EL, form a C-basis of 
T,,,, . Furthermore, if we assume 
9c(~LnK=LnK) r 4ELnKY%nK ) for x,yEL, 
then 
Hence there exist h E K and h, , h, E H such that 
N = kh,yh, . 
It follows 
h,yh,x+ = k-’ EL A K, 
and, using H < L n K, 
ELnK"cLnK - 6LnK (h h - 1Y T$ ') xtLnK == l LnKycLnK. 
Therefore y  is an isomorphism of TL:L,-,K onto TLK:. . 
We now look at the mapping y5 : 7 --z EAT of TLIH onto TLK:K which again 
is an algebra epimorphism. If J denotes the kernel of 4 then 
rr,:, = TL:L~K + 1 
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is a direct sum of C-vector spaces since T,:,,, is isomorphically mapped 
onto TLICIK by #. 
l H = ELnK 7 (9f - ELrrK 1 
is a decomposition of the unit element cH of TLzH according to that decom- 
position of TLzH, because eH - cLnK E J. But TL:H is semi-simple. So there 
exists a twosided ideal Z of TLIH such that 
TL:H = 10 J 
is the direct sum of Z and J. Let e and f be the unit elements of Z and J 
respectively. Then 
is the sum of the orthogonal central idempotents e and f. We compute 
e +f = (e +f) <H = @LnK + e('H -- ELnK) + f% = eELnK --f? 
since cH ~ cLnK E J. Therefore, using the fact that e is in the centre of TLzH, 
Then 
2 e = eeLnK -: eELnK :-- cLnKeELnK E TL:LnK. 
I = eze = eLnKezecLnK = cLnKhLnK < TLzLnK. 
But Z and T,:,,, have the same dimension as C-vector spaces because 
Z E TLzH/ J s TL:LnK, and we grt TL:LnK = I, i.e. T,:L,, is a twosided 
ideal of TLzH which means that L n K is an L : H-normal subgroup of L, and 
our theorem is proved. 
Our notion of G : H-normality is a proper generalization of normality in 
the ordinary sense as was shown by the Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 and by the 
isomorphism theorems 3.10 and 3.11. But how much does G : H-normality 
deviate from normality in the ordinary sense ? The following theorem and its 
corollaries indicate that this deviation cannot be too big. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let k- he a G : H-normal subgroup of G, and L he a suh- 
group of G containing H. Then the normalizer ./lr,(L) qf L in G is contained in 
the normalizer A$(KI,) of KL in G. 
Proof. For every g E A&(L) we have 
EL‘!? -= CLgEL -= &L.&)EH~ TG:H, 
and therefore, because cK is in the centre of TCzH, 
EKLi!! = EK(tLg) =-- c6Lg) EK :-= (g<,) EK = gcj-K = g<,, . 
It follows g E A$(KL). 
4SI/II/3-3 
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COROLLARY 3.13. Let K be a G : H-normaI subgroup of G. Then the 
normalizer JQH) of H in G is contained in the normalizer A’,,(K) of K in G. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Let K and 1; both be G : H-normal subgroups of G. 
Then the normalizer AQKL) of ICL in G contains both A&(K) and .A$(L). 
COROLLARY 3.15. Let K be a G : H-normal subgroup of G, and L be a 
normal subgroup of G containing H. Then h-L is a normal subgroup of G. 
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